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Every Child Can Have Confidence And Believe In Themselves 

Why there are so many confused and unhappy children running around? If we take a good hard look at things we can see 

that with the proper parenting and the proper handling of the children by the adults in their lives they can all be happy. And 

confident. 

Confidence comes from trial and error where we limit the errors. We can create situations where ALL children can be suc-

cessful, for them. Every child can improve, for them. Where does the unhappiness, the lack of confidence and the 

“depression” come in? When they are compared? When others dangle the carrot too far ahead of them? By now you know I 

like to have them reach but the carrot must be within reach of every child regardless of their talents and abilities at that 

moment. 

EVERY parent can take a Tuesday night and make it one of the best nights of a child’s life. Offering attainable challenges that 

are fun and rewarding. Easy challenges for the less talented and a little harder challenges for the more talented. Great par-

ents dangle the carrot just far enough for them to reach with good effort and grab it. Therefore building confidence, feeling 

like they accomplished something and then being happy with themselves. We can do that for EVERY child. 

I know sports coaches and teachers can do the same. On a Thursday night you can take a 1 time a week gymnastics class 

student, create attainable challenges for them in the gym and they leave your class “flying.” We can build them up. We can 

be encouraging and we can manufacture activities where EVERY child can succeed. Great teachers and coaches can do that. 

So why are there so many confused and unhappy children running around out there? We, the parents and the coaches, 

have the power in our hands. As a parent are we too busy? Does it take too much time to plan out the happiness and devel-

opment of self confidence for our child? Sure, there is dinner to make and leaves to rake. Maybe it is asking too much to 

make happy, confident children more of a priority. Our role as a parent is to feed, cloth and protect our children. Could we 

add to that important list making it a priority to “plan for their self confidence?” 

As a coach do we really believe that we are having an impact on the “non super star” student? Do we believe that we can 

change the outlook, change the level of self confidence and therefore make a child feel good about themselves in our clas-

ses and practices? We can change every child. We can make every child say “wow” when they do something they didn’t 

expect. We can create a “success” situation for every child of every level of ability. 

One of the culprits in all of this? Comparing. The time factor too as it takes a lot more time to individualize our coaching and 

parenting. But every child is worth our best efforts. The “D” math student can still gain a little more confidence in their math 

skills.  

Let’s set our sights on that wonderful young person standing in front of us who we can affect. Not as 1 of 8 or 1 of 30 or 

even as 1 of 2. Every child can be treated as 1 of 1. A unique project that caring, dedicated and focused adults can have an 

impact on. So what if they will never hit one over the fence or do a double back somersault. Each one of them is special in 

their own way. We just have to show them how special they are, for them. We can create situations where every child feels 

accomplished. We have the power, now do we have the desire and the time?   
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